Look Up From Anti-social Social Network

REASON/RATIONAL??
The Power of Social Media: Connecting for Good
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=QGF5QIPTTRW
READ THE ASSIGNED ARTICLES

READ WITH A PURPOSE:

- You need to know BOTH sides of the issue – think like an attorney!
  - What can you use to argue your case?
  - What would the opposition claim? What could you use as a rebuttal?
Should your school participate in the national “Shut Down Your Screen Week?”

BRAINSTORM YOUR IDEAS

- What is your position?
- What reasons can you use as support??
  - Are these both global and distinctly different?

- WHICH MAP/S WOULD BE THE MOST HELPFUL??
  - Choose 1
Should JMS participate in the national “Shut Down Your Screen Week?”

- YES
- NO
Because

Global/distinctly different reason

Global/distinctly different reason

Global/distinctly different reason

JMS **should** participate in "Shut Down Your Screen Week"

Because

Global/distinctly different reason

Global/distinctly different reason

Global/distinctly different reason

JMS **should NOT** participate in "Shut Down Your Screen Week"
Your Claim/Thesis

JMS should/shouldn’t participate in national “Shut Down Your Screen Week.”

Reason 1  →  Reason 2 (best)  →  Counterargument

Each box may/will represent multiple paragraphs

Do not use complete sentences